Updates on the establishment of the:

UN Food Systems Coordination Hub
**FSS follow up architecture and the UN Food Systems Coordination Hub**

**Oversight:** RBA (FAO, IFAD, WFP) Principals with UNEP on behalf of UN System, DCO

**FS Follow-up Coordination Hub** (hosted in FAO DG office)

**Head of FSS Coordination Hub (Office of SDGs, OSG)**
- Strategically administers the operation of the hub and oversight functions
- Leads transition work and is accountable for the management and delivery of all coordination functions, prepares the hub’s work-plan, manages relations with UNRCs and the stakeholders’ group, leads resource mobilization, supervises the Senior staff members of the Hub
- Leads M&E functions, preparation of reports and stocktaking
- Supports Hub admin functions

**Coordination functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global engagement</th>
<th>Policy and knowledge</th>
<th>Advocacy &amp; Communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liaises with a broad ecosystem of support actors including the 4SD; follows multi-stakeholder initiatives and identifies tools/mechanisms that can support the implementation of national pathways through policy and knowledge functions; supports reporting and stocktaking</td>
<td>Receives and analyzes pathways and related requests for support from countries and identifies foster linkages with relevant assets/tools/solutions from UN agencies and beyond; liaises at technical level with UNCTs to identify gaps and support programme design; facilitates knowledge management, peer learning and cooperation; synthesizes lessons learned.</td>
<td>Central node for communications resources across the UN system; advocacy of main narrative around food systems transformation for the SDGs; manages online presence of the hub; organizes relevant events.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ecosystem of Support**
- Coalitions
- Partners supporting the Five Action Areas
- Science ecosystem of support

**Stakeholders**
- Producers
- Indigenous Peoples
- Youth
- Women
- Private Sector

**Country Level Platforms led by the Government**
Supported by RCS and UNCT as part of UN Cooperation Frameworks, COVID recovery, other relevant frameworks
Inclusive Stakeholders’ based processes & platforms

UN Food Systems Coordination Hub
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SCIENCE READER FOR THE #UNFSS2021
Research by the Scientific Group and its Global Partners in Support of Summit Action Agendas

Coalitions in the context of the Food Systems Summit
The Hub: Services

- Facilitate Implementation of National Pathways
- Support Countries for Accelerated Food Systems Transformation
- Leverage Means of Implementation
- Engage Collective Ecosystem of Support
- Strengthen Strategic Thought Leadership
- Prepare for 2023 Stocktaking Moment
- Communicate & Advocate Food Systems Approach
Connecting country needs with expertise from Coalitions and other “solutions providers” from the ecosystem of support.

**Initial operations.**

Strengthening the UNCTs capacity to provide support for a food systems approach in the national development planning, maintain the momentum and keep the national dialogues active.

**Seed funding**

Demonstrating the food systems approach benefit through pilot interventions around thematic areas that emerge from country demands (e.g. linking food systems with climate, health and biodiversity issues).

**Larger projects.**


**Convening support**